Playing Fair is a dark story, which contains a number of more mature themes.

Summary:
Playing Fair is a Snow White story like you've never seen it before. The Rose Recovery Center is a secluded teen rehab facility where Scarlett rules supreme over every patient there, that is, until Snow arrives. A kind, mysterious girl with no memory of who she is or where she's come from, Snow begins to turn Scarlett's perfectly balanced world upside down. Tensions run high as the teens all try to navigate these new challenges presented in the real world and in their own minds. Playing Fair is an ambitious drama that tackles the serious issue of mental illness and puts a modern take on a familiar story.

Cast Size: 19

Characters:
Snow (F): She has no memories of her life before the Rose Recovery Center. As the newest member of the center, she needs to find a way to fit in. Snow immediately sets out helping the other patients deal with their problems, which upsets Scarlett’s iron-fisted rule.

Scarlett (F): The de-facto ruler of the Rose Recovery Center, harsh and controlling, she has everyone exactly where she wants them, until Snow begins to unwittingly make changes. She was admitted for abuse trauma.

Reed (M): A sociopathic drug dealer, who is Scarlett’s boyfriend and confidant. He manipulates everyone with his drug connections, including Scarlett. When Snow shows up, she draws his attention, for he is somehow connected to her past...

Hunter (M): The lowly drug runner for Reed and Scarlett. He has night terrors brought on by PTSD, which Snow hears and tries to talk to Hunter about. He is interested in Snow romantically, which draws him into conflict with his former girlfriend, Danielle.

Danielle (F): Suffering from severe manic depression; she is the first person Snow helps and becomes her staunch supporter. She gains romantic interest for Snow, which results in her vying with Hunter for her affection.

Irene (F): A smart, inquisitive girl whose wise knowledge and advice often falls on deaf ears. Admitted for Adderall abuse.

Annie (F): Admitted to the center for anorexia. Annie is sweet, but prone to acting without thinking.
Madison (F/M): Speaks in strange, and often mixed, metaphors. She/he was admitted for marijuana abuse.

Courtney (F): One of the more negative and cynical patients. She’s in for cocaine usage.

Olivia/Oliver (F/M): Has crippling OCD, which she/he frequently uses to mask their feelings.

Spencer (F/M): Admitted for severe schizophrenia, most of the other patients ignore her/his ravings, but she/he hides an inner kindness that Snow sees.

Ensemble (M & F): Various other residents of The Rose Recovery Center